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THE
PROBLEM

Climate change is fueling
increased frequency and
severity of wildﬁres.
Worldwide, extreme weather conditions
continue to challenge our forestry and
with response, suppression and mitigation
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THE
SOLUTION
A suite of software
technology solutions
that address the daily
operational needs of
wildﬁre professionals
and agencies.
Over the past 20 years, Technosylva has
been collaborating with agencies
worldwide to develop software solutions
that integrates weather predictions,
behavior analysis to support setting

management agencies.

readiness levels, resource prioritization and
operational response.

Our products have been implemented
across the USA, Europe, and South
America, providing robust and proven
technology solutions to enhance daily

A full-featured COP that provides
comprehensive situational awareness
through seamless data integration and
detection data with command posts and
operations centers.

An enterprise wide incident and resource
supports the entire life-cycle of an incident.

Trusted. Proven. Reliable.

manage more than 20,000 incidents per
year worldwide.

Enterprise-Wide Incident Management System
delivering a common operating picture
provides
emergency
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sharing between different users, agencies,
and devices through multiple platforms.

the entire lifecycle of an incident

CORE CAPABILITIES

Managing incidents f rom declaration to
personnel management, resource activation,
and resource scheduling and rostering.

Situational Awareness
staff real-time situational awareness on
multiple platforms.

AFF and GPS capabilities to support resource

APPLICATIONS AND MODULES

DESKTOP
Advanced computer-aided dispatching
(CAD) application that integrates incident
and resource management capabilities.

MOBILE
Robust mobile capabilities that supports

capabilities.

WEB
Multi-incident and resource status editing
and viewing with full user permissioning.

with scheduling and rostering capabilities.

Final Fire Report
Generate incident cost summaries with
payments, and manage resource cost rates.

responsible parties, landowners et al.

Process Rx Burn Permit authorizations

Comon operational picture software with

Rx Burn morning report processes.

incident data integration.

Dashboards & Reports

ICS
Draft, review and approve ICS forms

incident and resource analytics and status.

internally.

TACTICAL ANALYST
A multi-platform COP that
provides comprehensive
situational awareness by
seamlessly assimilating
data from multiple sources
into a single interactive
map-based environment.

Tactical Analyst is an extension of the

with other relevant detection data
sources. Advanced incident mapping
and editing functionality extends
disconnected situations.
The platform brings together essential
and leading edge tools such as
advanced incident mapping, resource
users a continuously updated overview
of an incident and agency resources

forecasting to support intel and
operations in a single environment.

Tactical Analyst was
selected by CAL FIRE
along with Wildﬁre
Analyst as the
authoritative wildﬁre
system for the
State of California.

Data integration and assimilation is at the
heart of Tactical Analyst - a centralized
disparate data sources including IR
mapping, real-time and predicted
weather, FireGuard affected areas, WFA

Tactical Analyst
encapsulates
20 years of incident
support experience.

CORE FEATURES
Mobile Field

Collaboration

Disconnected editing and data collection
with TA Mobile is seamlessly integrated
into the COP web environment.

and collaboration within agency groups.

IRWIN and CAD integration supports
real-time updating of incident status with
provides advanced information to
comprehensive situational awareness.

Live Data

Fire Spread

Integration of live data feeds for
including integrated video and map

integrated for every incident, including

editing capabilities.

FMAG preparation tools

WILDFIRE ANALYST
prediction capabilities
empower our enterprise
platform.

The cloud-based subscription

WFA has been adopted by CAL FIRE and

environment provides on-demand

electric utility companies across the

support operations, what-if scenario

modeling platform. CAL FIRE selected

integration with advanced weather
prediction data affords the development

Innovative Ideas initiative. WFA has been

Hundreds of millions of spread
predictions are conducted nightly to
source for FMAG and PSPS decision
Analyst mapping platforms.
WFA integrates up-to-date landscape,
The spread simulations calculate potential

fuels, asset, and weather data in a

impacts providing the baseline for

cloud-based architecture to support daily
operations and proactive preparedness
planning. The High Performance
Computing environment provides
real-time modeling capabilities through
seamless integration with client-side

to support intel and operations in a single

applications in a SaaS deployment

environment.

approach.

FireSim and FireCast

FireSim provides on-demand spread

FireCast leverages the spread prediction

prediction and behavior analysis
capabilities for active incidents, and to
support proactive planning for “what if”

advanced weather and fuel moisture

scenarios for future weather events.

prediction systems.

WFA ECOSYSTEM
INTEGRATIONS
Seamless integration of real-time
canopy fuels, fuel moistures,

TACTICAL ANALYST
Active incident and resource
status information.

FIRESIM
spread prediction

FIRECAST

FireSim and FireCast outputs are available in an advanced WFA modeling application for power
users, and published for operational use within the Tactical Analyst COP application.

FIRESIM
what it will impact. FireSim provides the ability to create a spread prediction and calculate
analysis includes population, structures, critical facilities, and company assets. This

Detailed population data
and building footprints are
used to provide detailed

IMPACT & CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS
Understanding the potential impacts and

analysis of potential impacts
incidents occur at a time. Having this information
helps with prioritizing resources and response.
FireSim automatically conducts impact analysis with
Advanced urban

each simulation, providing results within a minute.

encroachment algorithms

This includes information on which asset is impacted,

are employed to ensure that

when it is impacted, and the level of impact. A

an accurate analysis of WUI

building loss factor is also applied to determine the

and urban impacts are

number of structures destroyed in addition to those

captured based on

threatened. This advanced analysis is a result of

calibration with actual
damage assessment data.

criteria for identifying building loss.

Real-Time
Wildﬁre Spread
Prediction on a
Shared Platform

derive potential impacts for response activation and
evacuation planning. This application provides automatic
spread predictions within seconds of receiving incident

Through seamless integration with the Integrated
Reporting of Wildland-Fire Information (IRWIN) federal
system, FireSim automatically receives incident
that is part of the interagency CAD system.

Supporting both iOS and Android, remote users can retrieve existing simulations, or
synchronized with a cloud-based repository sharing data with all permissioned users.

FIRECAST
FireCast integrates advanced weather
forecasts with FireSim modeling to

are derived identifying population,
buildings, and critical facilities impacted.

simulations daily to derive both current,

A building loss factor is also applied using
probability modeling to estimate the
number of buildings destroyed.

are also calculated and available for each
forecast. Forecasts are updated nightly to

hour. FireCast outputs identify those

ensure that a four day forecast is always
information to set agency readiness levels
events.

and support preparedness planning.

Monitoring Weather and
Wildﬁre Risk for Daily
Operational Decision Making
FireCast outputs provide the necessary intel
managers.

The integration of leading edge weather
forecast models facilitates the prediction of
them occurring.
Based on hundreds of millions of simulations
potential impacts to structures, population,
and critical facilities.

continual basis enhancing the information
available to the agency for response decision

ignition sources and potential to support
scenarios.

and simulations to provide a robust data
repository to support after action reporting

mitigation planning and prioritization.

Fire Size Potential

INTEGRATIONS
operations. WFA serves as an integration hub providing a single environment to view and

Weather

National Guard FireGuard

Fuel Moisture

Field Observations

TESTIMONIALS

associated with our electric system. Their solutions leverage best in class remote
sensing technology for data capture and machine learning analytics to

ensuring the safety of our customers and our communities that we are
privileged to serve.”

SCOTT STRENFEL

DIRECTOR

to serve.”

2020 NEW YORK TIMES RECIPIENT

burned through the West Coast this summer, driving hundreds of thousands of people

patterns might affect its path. Its software is used in nine states, and helped the
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection(CAL FIRE) predict the trajectory of

ABOUT
TECHNOSYLVA

START THE
COLLABORATION
Reach out today to obtain a demonstration
of our solutions and allow us to become
better informed about your needs.

